
Galaxy Quest and Tim Allen's Tribute to Alan Rickman

Galaxy Quest, a recent addition to our DVD collection, is a 1999  science fiction comedy film 
that spoofed Star Trek and its fans. It is about a cast of a defunct television series called Galaxy
Quest, in which the crew of a spaceship embarked on intergalactic adventures. Reaction to the
movie  from Star Trek actor Patrick Stewart:"I had originally not wanted to see Galaxy Quest
because I heard that it was making fun of Star Trek...I did, and of course I found it was brilliant.
Brilliant. No one laughed louder or longer in the cinema than I did.”  This film  has also proved
quite popular with Star Trek fans. At the 2013 Star Trek Convention, the fans at the convention
ranked it the seventh best Star Trek film. Wikipedia

The Galaxy Quest co-stars Tim Allen and Alan Rickman ended up becoming "very fast friends"
after an initially rocky first meeting.  Allen says of Rickman, I don’t think he liked me all that
much when we first started shooting Galaxy Quest. I was a stage performer, a concert comic, and
I was coming into this group of very polished thespians — Sigourney Weaver and Sam Rockwell
and Tony Shalhoub and then Alan adding his English roots.

All of them had this process and method — voice stretching and all that kind of prep — and it
was so different from mine. I was doing ... jokes right up to action.

I went to a very different school, ... clubs and basements and big arenas. But then, one day on the
set, Alan came to me and apologized. He said he mistook my behavior for lack of commitment.
And we became very fast friends.

I used to joke he had studied with Uta Hagen. ... I said well that’s where I went. I went to the Uta
Haagen-Dazs School. On the day we turned into friends he came to my house with a bottle of
wine and chocolate Haagen-Dazs as a peace offering and said, "This is for you because whoever
taught you taught you very well."



He was just an amazing person and an amazing actor. We had these dinner parties [during the
Galaxy Quest production] and Alan always brought gifts whenever he came to the house. He was
that kind of guy — he had class and style and manners. But he was also gentle and funny and
wonderful.” The Hollywood Reporter
 
 
Alan Rickman passed on at the age of 69


